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The release is very detailed and comparable to the 2013 remaster of "The Wall"
album, but with more of a focus on the sound quality than enhancing brightness and

contrast. The original performance of "No More Name" was improved. The
instrument separation was not as good as it was in the original LP or the 2013

remaster. I've heard that some fans may prefer the 2013 remaster since the sound
effects are better on the release. Pink FloydThe Wall album was released on March

31, 1979 in the United States. This is considered by many to be its definitive release.
All issues of the vinyl and cassette versions contain the same songs, but the songs

were remixed and a master tape was produced so that vinyls and cassettes could be
made. The remaining songs on the 1981 release are different from the previous

versions. Most fans listen to the 1981 release or the later vinyls. The film is well-shot
and edited, though it has the same visual weaknesses as the Is There Anybody Out
There documentary. The thinness and loss of detail of the 4k image works against
the film. More importantly, the film cannot decide if it wants to focus primarily on

Roger Waters, the man or his music. Its quite obvious that the heart of the film lies
within him but the editing makes Waters seem like a caricature of the character of a
madman, rather than the human being he really is. Waters plays to the crowd like he
is performing to an audience of 60,000 at the Wall, while the film undercuts him with
the fleetingest glimpse of crowds during his rants about war, the Vietnam War and
the role of the media in keeping people divided. The film also fails to put Waters
words into a context that make a bit more sense than the flippant aside that I am

happy to protest but I dont expect the government to listen. All of this detracts from
the importance of the message which is on the very large screen across the stage in

front of him:
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One probable reason
is that with its general
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over-exposure, The
Wall is for many of its
60s and 70s devotees

the ultimate Floyd
experience. And as
fans, we prefer the
unadulterated band

and musician the
Floyd that they were.

To suggest that
Waters is not an
immaculate band

leader, but rather a
lyricist prone to self-

indulgence and
questionable
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leadership, is akin to
suggesting that

Tommy Rolling Stones
Let It Be is only a little
worse than expected.

The Wall is a good
Floyd record

(especially for all
those here for the last
50 years of the band),

but it is definitely
better than The Final
Cut and Shine On You

Crazy Diamond, let
alone the albums that

came before it and
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after it. The Wall is a
very good album. It is

not a milestone. I
mentioned it in a

previous post. On one
of the rare times

Roger Waters
attempted to actually
explain something, he

said something like
this: "Why I needed to

write a whole book
instead of just 5 or 6
pages of annotated

excerpts was so that
you would know
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exactly what the
songs were talking
about, exactly what
they meant. I know
that sounds boring,
but, for me and for

anyone who loves my
music, it is very

important to
understand exactly

what you are listening
to. I wanted to give

you as much
information as

possible, and to do
that I felt that talking
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about what the songs
were trying to say was
essential." 20 years of
passion and artistry,
from The Beatles to

Pink Floyd, Brian
Wilson and a cast of
characters that took

their own lives -
destined to be

immortal. Now, Roger
Waters is doing what
he has always done

best: make his point in
a succinct, immediate
and provocative way.
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He's made a film that
is a celebration of his
Pink Floyd years with
a commentary that

will be appreciated by
all fans of the band.

As with The Wall Live,
it's a tour de force
performance that

captures his own band
of brothers as they

play and sing. It's like
watching them

onstage, only better.
Whatever your

feelings on The Wall
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sound or style, you'll
love this one. it's a

perfect introduction to
Waters, Gilmour and
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